Clever home tricks that

Help kids get top
grades in school!
From the lamp that lights up great ideas to the color that
sharpens focus, there are plenty of visual cues proven to help
your kids and grandkids ace the new school year!

Light their way to success!

Raise their test
scores
with sunlight!

Place kids’ desks “near a source of
natural light, if possible,” urges Anna
Fisher, Ph.D., director of the cognitive
development laboratory at Carnegie
Mellon University. In one study, kids who
took exams in a naturally lit classroom
saw their test scores improve 25%—and
research suggests kids retain more
information when they study at home with the
aid of natural light. Why? We humans are quite
simply “solar powered”— hardwired to be
more productive in natural light.
● Boost the benefit with . . . a sunlight lamp!
More and more companies, such as
OTT LITE and Verilux, are making desk
lamps that mimic the sun’s rays to help
improve learning. One option for your kids’ desk:
Verilux SmartLight The Lamp for Learning: $37, Amazon.com.

Expand little ones’ horizons
with glow-in-the-dark stars!

Exposing kids to certain toys helps
foster an early interest in science—
and glow-in the-dark “ceiling constellations” top the list because they’re
an easy, pretty way to pique kids’
curiosity about the cosmos. “While
you and your child or grandchild put
up the stars together, you can talk
about everything from which planets
make up the solar system to the
science behind glow-in-the-dark
technology,” notes educator Ann Dolin
author of Homework Made Simple.
One option: Kangaroo’s Ultra Glow in
the Dark Stars, $8.95, Amazon.com.
● Boost the benefit by . . . “glowing”
off to school!
Can a glow-in-the-dark T-shirt or pair of shoes boost test grades?
Yes! They've been shown to help kids feel special, increasing their
“external confidence”—a self-esteem perk that works from the
outside in to spur classroom success!
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Enhance study skills
E
with a homework caddy!

Kids focus better when they study in different rooms
throughout the week, say, in the living room on
Monday, in the kitchen on Tuesday and so on. That’s
because a novel environment increases concentration, explains Dolin. To help kids stay organized
on-the-go, fill a basket or shower caddy with school
supplies that they can carry to a different room each day!
● Boost the benefit with . . . color-coded containers!
“Consider color-coding different baskets based on subjects,” suggests Lisa
Woodruff, author of How ADHD Affects Home Organization. “Yellow for math.
Green for science. Red for English. It'll help them focus on each subject!”

Foster independence
with a “dry-erase” calendar!

“I created a weekly calendar that the kids can
update themselves when I forget!” says DIY
expert Amy Locurto (LivingLocurto.com). Not
only does that help them avoid missed lessons,
it also fosters their independence. To make this
task extra-fun, place a blank seven-day calendar in a frame and hang it up along with clear
plastic cups to hold dry erase markers. “Kids
can write on the glass and easily erase to start each week fresh!”
● To do: Learn more about Locurto's "After School Station" and print her
pretty calendar at LivingLocurto.com/School-Free-Printable-Calendars/.

The best color for learning!

ooking to lessen the need for proofreading? Consider
coloring your child’s desktop an upbeat red! When
University of British Colombia researchers tested 600
people, they discovered that red improves recall and
attention to detail, providing an extra edge when it comes
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“Contain” for good grades!

to tasks like memorization, spelling and punctuation!
One theory why: Red may trigger heightened awareness
because it’s subconsciously linked to things we want to
avoid, such as emergencies (like fire alarms) and the
teacher’s red marks indicating mistakes on tests.
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